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1. Time Warp 

2. Aiggi aiggi aiggi 

3. Opp a lay la 

4. Everywhere we go 

5. Hi my name is Joe 

6. Heads shoulders knees and toes 

7. I’m a little beaver 

8. He’s got the whole world in his hands 

9. I’m going on a bear hunt 

10. A pizza hut 

11. I’m singing in the rain 

12. I’m a little budgieregar 

13. My bonny lies over the ocean 

14. The German school boy song 

15. The grand old duke of York 

16. If you’re happy and you know it 

17. Oh you’ll never get to heaven 

18. On top of spaghetti 

19. The other day I met a bear 

20. Camp fires burning 

21. Kum by ya      22.  Scouting Light     23 .   Taps   
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JamOige Offical Song – Time Warp 
 
 
It's astounding, time is fleeting 
Camping takes its toll 
But listen closely,  
not for very much longer 
Cubs have got to keep control 
I remember doing the Time Warp 
Thinking those moments when 
The coldness would hit me and the world  
would be turning 
Let's do the time warp again,  
Let's do the time warp again! 
 
 
CHORUS 
It's just a jump to the left 
And then a step to the right 
Put your hands on your hips 
You bring your knees in tight 
But it's the pelvic roll that really drives  
you insane, 
Let's do the time warp again,  
Let's do the time warp again! 
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Yells ( usually used at the start)  

 
Aiggi aiggi aiggi , 

 
 
Leader :Aiggi aiggi aiggi , 
 
Beavers : Oi Oi Oi 
 
Leader :Aiggi  
 
Beavers : Oi  
 
Leader :Aiggi aiggi aiggi , 
 
Beavers : Oi Oi Oi 
 
Leader :Aiggi  
 
Beavers : Oi                                               Some other verses include: 

Itchi itchi itchi 
Scratch scratch scratch 

    
Who’s that man with the big red nose. 

 
Leader :  who’s that man with the big red nose 
 
Beavers : uuu A uuuA A 
 
Leader : The more he picks the bigger it grows. 
 
Beavers : uuu A uuuA A 
 
Leader : There ain’t no flies on us  
 
Beavers : There ain’t no flies on us 
 
Leader : there may be flies on some of you guys but there ain’t no flies on us.  
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Opp a lay la 
Opp a lay la   
Ticky ticky tumba 
Massa masssa massa 
Opp a lay, up a lay, up a low 
 
Each line is repeated. 
 
Sing progressively louder with each verse.  
 

Everywhere we go 
 

Everywhere we go 
The people always ask us 
Whoo we are  
And where do we come from 
And we always tell them  
We’re from FINGAL  
Mighty Mighty FINGAL 
And if they can’t hear us 
We sing a little louder. 
 
 
Each line is repeated. 
 
Sing progressively louder with each verse.  
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Action Songs 
 

Hi My name is  Joe 
 

Leader :  Hi  
 
Beavers: Hi 
 
Leader :  My name is joe 
 
Beavers   My name is joe 
 
Leader : I work in a button factory  
 
Beavers: I work in a button factory 
 
Leader :  one day my boss said to me  
 
Beavers :one day my boss said to me  
 
Leader :  Hey Joe are you busy    
 
Beavers: Hey Joe are you busy    
 
Leader :  And I said no 
 
Beavers: And I said no 
 
Leader :  And he said to me  
 
Beavers: And he said to me 
 
Leader :  Push this button with your Right hand. 
 
 
: repeat verse while making action with right hand. Repeat with left hand/ right leg/ left 
leg/ bum /  head /tongue. This is a very energetic song  
 
The last verse ends when Joe is asked if he is busy he answers YES !!! 
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Heads Shoulders Knees and toes. 

 
 

Heads Shoulders Knees and toes Knees and toes 
Heads Shoulders Knees and toes Knees and toes 
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose  
 
The beaver scout touches the appropriate parts of their bodies as they are said. 
 

- this is repeated missing out on each action each repeat ie. In the first repeat head 
will be missed and the second shoulders etc . Eventually there will be only actions 
and they the final verse to be sung loudly with all the words. 

 
I’m a little Beaver ( tune of I’m a little teapot) 

 
I’m a little beaver 
Short and stout 
Here’s my tail  
And here’s my snout 
When you pull my tail  
You’re hear me shout 
Hey I’m a little beaver  
So CUT THAT OUT ! 
 

He’s got the whole word in his hands 
 

He’s got the whole word in his hands 
He’s got the whole word in his hands  
He’s got the whole word in his hands 
He’s got the whole word in his hands 
 
He’s got you and me brother in his hands  ( repeat * 3 ) 
He’s got the whole word in his hands 
 
 
He’s got you and me sister in his hands  ( repeat * 3 ) 
He’s got the whole word in his hands 
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I’m going on a bear hunt. 
( to be sung with tongue bent under front teeth and clapping motion of inside of legs) 

 
CHORUS 
 
We’re going on a bear hunt                                  Repeat each line 
And we aren’t scarred  
Because we’ve got guns 
And bullets  
Lots of em ! 
 
We’re coming to the long grass 
It’s very long 
Can’t go under it  
Can’t go around it  
Gotta go through it  
Su su suu suu suu ( make action crawling through grass) 
Su su suu suu suu 
 
CHORUS 
 
We’re coming to the river 
It’s very  deep 
Can’t go under it  
Can’t go around it  
Gotta go through it  
Su su suu suu suu ( make action swimming across river) 
Su su suu suu suu 
 
CHORUS 
 
We’re coming to the mountain 
It’s very  high 
Can’t go under it  
Can’t go around it  
Gotta go over it 
Su su suu suu suu ( make action climbling mountain) 
Su su suu suu suu 
 
CHORUS 
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We’re coming to Dunnes Stores 
It’s very  busy 
Can’t go under it  
Can’t go around it  
Gotta go Through it 
 
Getouta my way Getouta my way ( make pushing action ) 
Getouta my way Getouta my way 
 
CHORUS 
 
We’re coming to a dark cave 
It’s very dark  
There’re something big and furry 
Someone strike a match 
 
AAGH it’s a bear  
Quick through dunes stores  
Getouta my way Getouta my way ( make pushing action ) 
Getouta my way Getouta my way 
Quick over the mountain 
Su su suu suu suu ( make action climbling mountain) 
Su su suu suu suu 
Quick over the river 
Su su suu suu suu ( make action swimming across river) 
Su su suu suu suu 
Quick over the long grass 
Su su suu suu suu ( make action crawling through grass) 
Su su suu suu suu 
 
We’ve been on a bear hunt  
And we weren’t scarred  
We were PETRIFIED !!!! 
 

A Pizza Hut 
 
A pizza hut , a pizza hut     ( make triangle over head) 
Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut ( flap arms like wings) 
Mc Donalds , Mc Donalds ( make large golden arches with arms) 
Kentucky fried chicken and a pizza hut 
 
Repeat getting faster.  
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I’m Singing in the Rain 

 
I’m Singing in the Rain 
Just Singing in the Rain 
Oh what a glorious feeling  
I’m  hap hap happy again. 
 
Leader .: Thumbs out  
 
Everbody : a roo tee cha , a roo tee cha, a roo tee cha cha.  
 
then repeat chorus  
 
add an action to each verse : 
  
Elbows in , knees out ,stomach in., chest out  , bum out , tongue out.  
 
 
 

I’m a little Budgieregar 
 
 

I’m a little Budgieregar  ( flap arms) 
With a big tummy ache  ( rub tummy) 
Because the people    (make shape of person) 
That I live with    ( shape of box) 
Are so stingy    (throwing action)    
They feed me herrings everyday  ( wave motion ) 
And I don’t like that no way   ( shake head across) 
Yes I’d rather, Yes I’d rather   ( shake head up and down) 
Have Coca cola and Ice cream. ( drinking motion and licking ice cream.) 
 
 
Sing in different nationalities. 
 
Ie. Americans- everything is very large 
     Germans – everything is very straight 
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The German School boy Song 
 

Mein hands on myself   ( both hands on chest) 
Vas ist dis here   ( point to head) 
Dis is mein switchboxer   ( point to head) 
Mama my dear. 
Switchboxer     ( point to head) 
Nicki nicki noo    ( point both hands up rotating index finger) 
Das what I learn in der school  ( point and snake index finger) 
Ya ! ya !    ( slap knees and clap hands) 
 
Mein hands on myself   ( both hands on chest) 
Vas ist dis here   ( point to eye) 
Dis is mein Eyeblinker  (point to eye) 
Mama my dear. 
 Eyeblinker ,Switchboxer  (point to eye) ( point to head) 
Nicki nicki noo    ( point both hands up rotating index finger) 
Das what I learn in der school  ( point and snake index finger) 
Ya ! ya !    ( slap knees and clap hands) 
 
The song continues adding one line each verse :  
Nose blower    ( point to nose) 
Snot stopper    (point to upper lip) 
Lip smoocher     ( point to lip) 
Tongue twister    ( point to mouth) 
Chin chopper    ( point to chin) 
Bread basket    ( rub stomach) 
Knee bender    ( point to knee) 
Ankle twister    ( point to ankle) 
Beaver kicker    ( point to foot) 

My bonny lies over the Ocean 
My bonny lies over the Ocean  
My bonny lies over the Sea 
My bonny lies over the Ocean  
So bring back my bonny to me,oh  
Bring back oh bring back oh bring back 
My bonny to me , to me.  
Bring back oh bring back oh bring back 
My bonny to me , to me.  
 
Change from sitting to standing each time a word beginning with “ B “ is sung. 
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The Grand Old Duke Of York 

 
The grand old duke of york 
He had ten thousand men 
He marched them up to the top of the hill 
And he marched them down again 
When they were up they were up  
When they were down they were down 
When they were only half way up  
They were neither up nor down. 
 
Stand up and sit down when the words up and down are said. 
 

If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
 

If you’re HAPPY and you know it clap your hands 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it clap your hands 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it clap your hands 
 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it stamp your feet 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it stamp your feet  
If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it stamp your feet  
 
 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it turn around 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it turn around 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it turn around  
 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it Shout “we Are” 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it Shout “we Are” 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it Shout “we Are” 
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If you’re HAPPY and you know it do all four 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it do all four 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re HAPPY and you know it do all four 
 

Oh you’ll never get to heaven 
 
Oh you’ll never get to heaven  
Repeat 
In a Jumbo jet 
Repeat 
Cause the lord ain’t build  
Repeat 
A runway yet 
 
Oh he ain’t going to me my lord no more * 3 
 
--- in dirty jeans  
--- keeps no washing machines 
 
--- in a bottle of beer 
--- lord above is a pioneer 
 
-- bottle of gin  
-- won’t let the spirits in 
 
-- ping pong ball 
-- much too small 
 
-- girl guides knee 
-- too boney 
 
-- cub scout knee 
-- too hairy 
 
If you get to heaven                     before I do 
Just dig a hole     And pull me through 
 
Now If I get to heaven  Before you do  
I’ll dig a hole     and spit on you 
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On top of Spagetti 

 
O top of spaghetti , all covered in cheese  
I lost my poor meat ball when somebody sneezed 
It rolled off the table and onto the floor  
And then my poor meat ball , rolled under the door 
It rolled down the garden and under a bush 
And then my poor meat ball was nothing but mush 
 
The mush was as tasty as tasty can be 
And then the next summer it grew into a tree 
The tree was all covered all covered in moss 
And on it grew meat balls in tomato sause 
So if you eat spaghetti all covered in cheese  
Hold onto your meat balls lest somebody sneezes. 
 

The other day I met a bear 
The other day,    
I met a bear  ( camp leader sings one line, everyone repeats line.  
Up in the woods, at the end of verse everyone repeats entire verse) 
Away up there             
 
He looked at me, I looked at him 
He sized up me  , I sized up him  
 
He said to me  , Why don’t you run  
I see you ain’t ,  Got any gun 
 
And so I ran , Away from there 
But right behind , Me was that bear 
 
And then I saw, ahead of me 
O glory me , A great big tree 
 
But the nearest branch, Was ten feet up 
I have to jump , and trust my luck 
 
And so I jumped , Into the air 
But I missed that branch, away up there. 
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Now don’t you fret , nor don’t you frown 
Because I caught that branch , on my way down 
 
That’s all there is , There ain’t no more  
Unless I meet , that bear once more. 
 
 

 
Ging gang gooley 

 
 
Ging gang goolee, goolee, goolee, goolee. 
Watcha, ging gang goo, ging gang goo. 
Ging gang, goolee, goolee, goolee, goolee. 
Watcha, ging gang goo, ging gang goo. 
Hayla, hayla, shayla. Hayla shayla hayla ho-oo. 
Hayla, hayla, shayla. Hayla shayla hayla hoo. 
Shally wally, shally wally, shally wally, shally wally, 
Oompah, oompah, oompah, oompah, oompah …….. 
 
 
 
(Divide the group into two halves. 
 Sing the song through once. 
 Keep one group singing “oompah” and start the 
second group singing “Ging gang goolee”.  
When grouptwo comes to “Hayla,…” the entire group sings together. 
This second time through switch parts and group two 
sings “Oompah” and group one sings “Ging gang 
goolee.”) 
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CLOSING SONGS 
 
 

Camp Fires Burning 
 

Camp fires burning 
Camp fires burning 
Camp fires burning 
Draw nearer , draw nearer  
In the glowing in the glowing 
Lets sing and be merry. 
 
 
Sing loudly and then progressively lower until only a whisper and then a hum. 
 

kum by ya 
 
 
kum by ya , my lord, kum by ya  
kum by ya , my lord, kum by ya  
kum by ya , my lord, kum by ya  
Oh lord kum by ya ,  
 
Someone’s singing lord kum by ya ,  
Someone’s singing lord kum by ya 
Someone’s singing lord kum by ya 
Oh lord kum by ya ,  
 
Chorus 
 
Someone’s praying lord kum by ya ,  
Someone’s praying lord kum by ya 
Someone’s praying lord kum by ya 
Oh lord kum by ya ,  
 
Someone’s laughing--- 
Someone’s happy --- 
 
Hum one verse while someone says the scout prayer 
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     Scouting Light 
 
This is my little Scouting light 
I'm goin' to let it shine. 
This is my little Scouting light 
I'm goin' to let it shine. 
This is my little Scouting light 
I'm goin' to let it shine. 
I'm goin' to let it shine, Let it shine all the time 
 
Actions: Hold right forefinger up like a candle. 
2rd verse: All around the neighborhood 
Move finger around in a square and back to starting point. 
3rd verse: Hide it under a bushel - No! 
Place cupped left hand over the "light, " then withdraw it 
quickly when you shout “NO!" 
4th verse: Don't you "pfft" my little light out, 
In saying. “pff”t . . . pretend to blow out the light. 
 
 

 
 
Day is done, gone the sun 
From the lakes, from the hills, from the sky 
All is well, safely rest 
God is nigh. 
 
Fading light dims the sight 
And a star gems the sky, gleaming bright 
From afar, drawing near 
Falls the night. 
 
Thanks and praise for our days 
Neath the sun, 'neath the stars', 'neath the sky' 
As we go, this we know 
God is nigh. 
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Some space for your own songs: 
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Some  more space for your own songs: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


